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A. Fill in the blanks with the words given. One is extra. (3) 

1. I think this drug will------------------- your blood presure. 
2. What this child needs is a little love and ------------------------. 
3. The new program by the goverment has -------------------------tourism.  
4. You must eat to keep your ----------------------- up.  
5. He thanked the nurses who had ---------------------- his children.  
6. Please give up your seat to an ----------------------or disabled person if they require it. 
 

B. Match the definitions with the words. One is extra. (2.5) 

 
1. regretful:      
2. surprisingly:        
3. calmly:      
4. found:      
5. shout:       

 

Choose the best choice.(2)  

 

1. Children rarely show any-----------------  for what their parents do for them. 
A. appreciation  B. situation   C. location  D. communication 

2. I --------------------------- his views, although I do not agree with them. 
A. devote  B.respect   C. boost  D. lower 

3. His work is highly------------------------- by art experts. 
A. increased  B.interested   C. burned  D. regarded 

4. People with heart problems should talk to their ------------------------- before making the trip. 
A. donor  B. physician   C. librarian  D. foreigner 

 

Match the column on the left with the one on the right. One is extra. (2)  
 
1. Her parents always regarded     
2. Maggie's life was dedicated      
3. Eastwood distinguished      
4. We can help many people      
        

 

Match the column on the left with the one on the right. (2.5) 
 
                 national          crash              endangered   devoted    attention  stick 
 
Riz Ali Khajavi known as a ---------------hero whose sacrifice story is being taught in Iranian schools,   
Iranians know him since school day in their books, as the --------------hero who took off his coat in 
freezing weather, tied it to a -----------------and set it on fire while running toward a high-speed train 
screaming danger to draw the train driver's ----------------due to the landslide brought down on a railroad 
from overlooking mountain The driver managed to stop the train so a ------------------was averted. 
 
 

A) in a quiet way B) showing that you feel sorry about something 

C) to say something very loudly 

D) to bring something into existencelife. people. 

E) unexpectedly 

A) improves our lives B) by donating what we don’t use something. 

C) to the needs of her family. 

D) himself as an actor before becoming a director. 

E) her as the smartest of their children. 

F) the upper part of your legs when you are sitting down 

elderly 

More sample exams on Telegram: @myenglishclasses 
Good Luck! 

A. Akbarzadeh 

avert: avoid / stop 
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